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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Brands: I got a starter box of Rembrandts, which I think are what I had before. They are nice, 
but seem a little hard. I’ve heard people say Sennelier is wonderful, but they are expensive. 
Would you have any recommendations of what brand would be good to try? What I would like 
is something that would be good for more graphic effect, with less emphasis on blending. I 
guess I’m more comfortable with drawing versus painting, if that makes sense?
 
 So many brands, so little time. Rembrandts are a harder pastel. Sennelier pastels are    
 wonderful. I broke down and ordered their Plein Air Landscape Set of 80 half sticks from   
 jerrysartarama.com at what was a really good price (about $120 all in) when our money    
 was worth more than the US’s. But I also have Rembrandts, NuPastels, PanPastels,    
 Mount Vision, Diane Townsend, Great American, Terry Ludwig and the butter of all    
 pastels, Schmincke in my collection and the prices vary across the brands and all of 
 these are wonderful pastels. Different pastels for different uses.

Range: I’ve seen some videos with pastel artists that have a boggling array of pastels. I’m rela-
tively ok with color pencils, and while I have a few I can mix the colors to get what I want. But 
I’m not sure if its the same for pastels. Do I need to get more?

 I also have a boggling array of pastels too and I want more but I tend to buy for the series   
 I’m working on at the time. You can mix the colours like colour pencils as well as blend    
 the colours in a way you can’t with colour pencils. Pastel pencils are also good to have in   
 the toolbox. Faber-Castell Pit Pastel Pencils and Stabilo CarbOthello Pastel pencils are a good  
 bet. If you want a pretty good, really inexpensive softer set of pastels rather than 
 your Rembrandts, I recommend the Mungyo Soft Pastel Set of 36 colours at Curry’s. 
 It’s what we use when I’m teaching a course at the AGH. 

Storage: I love those boxes for pastels, but have no idea how they work! Are they meant to 
always be open? Do they have customizable compartments for different colors or something?

 Opened or closed, it doesn’t matter. I originally kept my pastel colours separated out in    
 the plastic containers I got when I bought sushi at Fortinos (ate a lot of sushi). Blues    
 together, reds together, etc.. I now have several wooden boxes with divisions and now my   
 colours are separated out going from light to dark values.

Papers: I have always hated learning on good quality paper. But I guess sometimes they are 
essential, like there is really no substitute for watercolor paper with watercolors. I quite like 
using kraft paper for life drawing, and was wondering if it’d be suitable for pastel practice?

 Pastels need a good tooth on the surface of the substrate to work well. Pastel papers are   
 expensive but you can make your own surfaces for a fraction of the cost by using either  
 Golden Acrylic Ground for Pastels or Liquitex Clear Gesso. I’ve applied them to masonite 
 board with a sponge roller. A 400 pound water colour paper works well too.

 



Fixative: Do I need to continually fix pastel? And does the fixative completely fix it? I sort of 
recall using it before and it would still rub off, just not as much.

 Fixatives only fix so much. They are great for layering colours - paint, fix, paint, fix - 
 and I’ve recently started playing with layering and fixing with great results. Even the best  
 of them will still change the colours of the pastels somewhat. That is why I lay down my   
 darkest colour first and then fix those. The fixing helps keep the dark areas from    
 muddying the other colours. When I don’t fix, I layer my pastels by going from hard pastels
 to soft and I always have my work framed to keep the colours pure. The 2 best brands 
 of fixative, in my opinion are SpectraFix Degas Pastel Fixative and Schmincke Aeropump 
 Pastell-Fixative. 

There ya go. That’s the Reader’s Digest version of information about pastels.



Pastels - from the PASTEL ARTISTS.CA web site

"There is no 'hard or soft' rule when it comes to pastels. So why do we misleadingly 
refer to them all as 'soft' pastels when it's so obvious that some are harder than others?
Softer brands use less binder and therefore contain more pigment. it all dusts down to 
a matter of preference. While some artists start with a harder brand and finish with 
extra soft, others may draw with hard, then apply soft and finish by blendng or 
sharpening areas with a harder brand. 

Very Hard:          Nupastel, Cretacolor, Faber Castelli

Hard:                    Holbein, Gallery, Richeson Hard

Semi-hard:          Winsor Newton, Rembrandt, Art Spectrum, Mount Vision, Mungyo

Soft:                      Daler-Rowney, Sennelier, Girault, Unison, Richeson Soft, 

       TerryLudwig, Diane Townsend        

Extremely soft:  Schmincke, Great American, PanPastel

Colours and Value Ranges

Beginners' selection - Pre-set selections on the market rarely fit a beginner's needs. 
Starting your own kit is cheaper and more convenient as you'll get the colours you 
want. The following is a very basic starter list of 20 colours. You may add or substititue 
some colours with those of preference as long as they have the same value. To cut the 
initial outlay even further, buy half sticks or share with a friend.

Dark Colours: deep ultramarine blue, dark cobalt blue, two very dark greens (a warm 
and a cool), dark reddish brown, a dark gold ochre, deep yellow

Mid Tones: ultramarine, cobalt blue, warm yellow, lemon yellow, 2 reds (a warm and a 
cool), a warm yellow green and a grass green

Light Colours: 2 yellows (a warm and a cool), 2 reds (a warm and a cool), ultramarine 
light

NOTE: For still life and florals this set would need the addition of purples and a larger 
variety of reds for the florals



Saving Your Pieces

Ever wonder what to do with all those small pieces of pastel? How about making your 
own pastels? Begin by collecting them as you work in inexpensive boxes with small 
compartments. Sort small pieces of pastel in the compartments by color and value. 
When a section fills up, use a coffee grinder (bought specifically for grinding pastels) to 
grind together each section (make sure you wear a mask — see safety tips). In a small 
plastic cup, mix the pastel dust with a few drops of rubbing alcohol to make a paste 
and roll it into a cigar shape (wearing latex gloves — see safety tips). Lay the stick on a 
paper towel, for a couple days, until the alcohol evaporates. The manufacturer of the 
pastels has already added the gum to make the pigment stick together. Grinding all the 
pastel bits together with a mortar and pestle is possible, but requires a lot of elbow 
grease and strength, whereas the grinder does it in a minute to a fine consistency. This 
method can also be used to achieve a dark as well (ie. a dark green can be obtained 
by using a green and mixing it in the coffee grinder with a bit of black). 

Every pastelists's nightmare — looking down to see the last stick of your favourite 
pastel on the floor in pieces! To overcome this shattering experience, carefully collect 
every little piece of pastel (including the dust) on a piece of waxed paper. Add a drop 
of alcohol and roll it into a stick. As above, after a few days, you should be able to use 
the new stick."



SOFT
#1 SCHMINCKE
Origin: Germany Colors: 400 Size: ½”x 2½”
Velvety soft • Intensely pigmented • Very consistent • Great finishing pastel

#2 GREAT AMERICAN
Origin: USA Colors: 546 Size: ½”x 2¼”
Square shape • Buttery soft • Extensive color selection • Great range of tints

#3 BLUE EARTH
Origin: USA Colors: 336 Size: ½”x 1 3/16”
Organized by hue, value, & intensity • 10 color range sets • High density pigments

#4 SENNELIER
Origin: France Colors: 525 Size: 7⁄16”x 2½”
Exceptional darks • Bright and intense colors • Great half stick plein air set

#5 UNISON
Origin: England Colors: 424 Size: ½”x 2”
Unique and dynamic selection of colors • Color range sets • Good neutrals & earth tones

#6 TERRY LUDWIG 
Origin: USA Colors: 550 Size: ½”x 1½”
Square shape • Creamy smooth • Super darks 

#7 DIANE TOWNSEND SOFT
Origin: USA Colors: 408 Size: ¾”x 1¾”
Densely pigmented • Great clarity • Simple value steps • Midnight darks and pale lights

#8 DIANE TOWNSEND THINLINE
Origin: USA Colors: 64 Size: 3/8”x1¾’’
Thin shape • Pumice in pastel • Compliments the Terrages line

#9 DIANE TOWNSEND TERRAGES
Origin: USA Colors: 190 Size: ½”x 1”x1¾’’
Bold chunky shape • Very expressive • Pumice in pastel • Clear color

#10 DALER-ROWNEY
Origin: England Colors: 186 Size: ½”x 2¼”
Soft and creamy • Less tendency to break and dust

#11 GIRAULT
Origin: France Colors: 300 Size: 3/8”x 2½”
Unique slightly firmer consistency • Very smooth and dense 

#12 MOUNT VISION
Origin: USA Colors: 409 Size: ½”x 2¾”
Large stick • Consistent color and softness • Great value

MEDIUM
#13 REMBRANDT
Origin: Holland Colors: 218 Size: ½”x 2¾”
Popular medium soft line • Great for under painting • World’s best selling pastel

#14 ART SPECTRUM
Origin: Australia Colors: 154 Size: ½”x 2¾”
Unique ‘down under’ colors • Rich darks

#15 HOLBEIN
Origin: Japan Colors: 144 Size: 5/16”x 2”
Square stick for edge and detail work • Consistent color

HARD
#16 NUPASTEL
Origin: USA Colors: 96 Size: ¼”x 3½”
Square hard stick • Under-painting and detail work

#17 CARAN D’ACHE CUBES
Origin: Switzerland Colors: 84 Size: ¼”x 3¼”
Square hard stick • Subtle color range with matching pastel pencil line

#18 FABER-CASTELL POLYCHROMOS
Origin: Germany Colors: 60 Size: ¼”x 3¼”
Square hard stick • Broad and brilliant color range • Good darks

#19 CRETACOLOR
Origin: Austria Colors: 72 Size: ¼”x 2¾”
Square hard stick • Nice color range • Good value



Papers and Substrates - from the PASTEL ARTISTS.CA web site

 

 

"All pastelists have their favourite papers. Of course, an acid-free paper is a 
must to preserve the image and the stability of the pigment on the surface. As 
artists we owe that to our customers.

Once that issue is taken care of though, it's a matter of tooth, or the actual 
surface of the a paper, we are most concerned with. Papers come in a range of 
colours, although again, it's a matter of preference and intent.

• If you tend to employ a more painterly approach to the use of pastel, the lightly 
sanded paper varieties are excellent. Kitty Wallis and Art Spectrum, for 
instance, hold more pigment and can take different treatments such as liquids 
and sprays. Pastelmat is a new paper from France with a satiny surface that 
surprisingly holds many layers just as well as the more familiar sanded 
supports; it can be worked wet, scraped and generally handled roughly as long 
as the moisture doesn't spread to the paper support.

• La Carte, with its beautiful velvet-like surface, holds the pigment well too, but 
will not suffer any liquids or spray.

• Jack Richeson & Co. offers a premium pastel surface available on three 
different substrates: Gator board, hardboard and heavyweight paper that has a 
'toothy' finish. Pastels can be applied with ease as the surface grabs and holds 
the pigment, layer after layer.

Rtistix and Uart are newer brands with sanded surfaces, solid backings and 
several degrees of fineness.

• Canson and Strathmore series are good papers to work with as well and can 
tolerate small whispers of sprays. They work quite well for vignettes and 
drawing in pastel.

• Watercolour paper (300 lb arches cold press) is a sturdy paper that can really 
take a beating and still come up looking great. You can start off with 
watercolour media for the underground painting and finish off with dry pastel on 
the surface. You can even make big changes right up to the final layer and take 
advantage of the undercolour when applying the final layer of pastel. A word of 
warning though — the tooth of the paper is wide and shallow and can support 
only a few layers of pastel." 

• My personal choice: UART 400 is exceptional for lots of layering with pastels.
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